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Abstract— In this paper, we introduce the concept of fuzzy 

and anti-fuzzy semi primary HX ideal of a HX ring. We 

discuss some related properties of fuzzy HX ideal and fuzzy 

semi primary HX ideal of HX ring. Also discuss anti-fuzzy 

HX ideal and anti-fuzzy semi primary HX ideal of HX ring 

under homomorphism, anti-homomorphism. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1965,Lotfi.A.Zadeh [9] introduced the concept of fuzzy 

subset of a set  as a method for representing uncertainty and 

mathematical device for unfolding the behavior of the 

systems that are too complex or nonspecific to admit precise 

mathematical analysis by conventional methods and tools. 

Fuzzy sets attracted many mathematicians and grew 

enormously by finding applications in many areas. A fuzzy 

set is a class of objects with a continuum of grades of 

membership. Such a set is characterized by a membership 

function which assigns to each object a grade of 

membership ranging between zero and one. Several 

researchers have been working on concepts like fuzzy 

semigroup, fuzzy group, fuzzy rings, fuzzy ideals, fuzzy 

semirings, fuzzy near-rings .  The study of fuzzy algebraic 

structure has started by Rosenfeld [7] and since then this 

concept has been applied to a variety of algebraic structures. 

R.Kumar [6] studied on some definitions of fuzzy prime 

ideals of ring. A fuzzy relation on R is a fuzzy subset of R  

R. The direct image of a fuzzy semiprimary ideal under an 

onto homomorphism f is always fuzzy semi primary 

provided that the given ideal is  f-invariant also the inverse 

image of a fuzzy semiprimary ideal under onto 

homomorphism is always fuzzy semi primary.  In 1988 

Professor Li Hong Xing [2] proposed the concept of HX 

ring and derived some of its properties, then Professor 

Zhong [10,11] gave the structures of HX ring on a class of 

ring.  

II. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we site the fundamental definitions that will 

be used in the sequel. Throughout this paper, R = (R ,+, ·) is  

a  Ring,  e is the additive identity element of R and xy we 

mean x · y. 

III. FUZZY SEMI PRIMARY HX IDEAL OF A HX RING 

In this secton, we define the concept of fuzzy semi-primary 

HX ideals of a HX ring and discuss some of its related 

properties. 

A. Definition 

A fuzzy HX ideal  of  is called fuzzy semiprimary HX 

ideal if for all A , B  either  (AB)  ≤ (An)  for some n 

Z+ or else  (AB)  ≤  (Bm) for some m Z+. 

B. Theorem 

Let  λμ and  be any two fuzzy semiprimary  HX ideals  of 

the HX ring , then the  intersection of two  fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideals of a HX ring  is also a fuzzy semi 

primary HX ideal of  if  either λμ    or   λμ . 

Proof 

Let λμ and  be any two fuzzy semiprimary HX ideals of .  

Then, let  (AB)  ≤ (An)  for some n Z+ and 

  (AB)  ≤   (Am) for some m Z+. 

Intersection of two fuzzy HX ideals  and   of a HX ring 

 is also a fuzzy HX ideal of  . 

For any A , B  , 

( ∩ )(AB)  =  min{ (AB),  (AB)} 

≤            min{ (An),  (An)} if λμ   . 

= (∩)(An). 

Therefore, (∩)(AB)  ≤ (∩)(An) 

or else,  ( ∩ )(AB) =  min{ (AB),  (AB)} 

≤  min{ (Am),  (Am)} if   λμ. 

= (∩)(Am). 

Therefore, (∩)(AB)≤ (∩)(Am) 

Hence, intersection of two fuzzy semi primary HX ideals of 

a HX ring is also a fuzzy semi primary HX ideal of . 

C. Theorem 

If  λμ and  be any two fuzzy semiprimary  HX ideals  of 

the HX ring , then union  of two  fuzzy semiprimary HX 

ideals of a HX ring  is also a fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal 

of  if  either λμ    or   λμ . 

1) Proof 

Let λμ and  be any two fuzzy semiprimary  HX ideals  of 

.  

Then, let  (AB)  ≤ (An)  for some n Z+ and 

  (AB)  ≤   (Am) for some m Z+. 

Union of two fuzzy HX ideals  and   of a HX ring  is 

also a fuzzy HX ideal of  . 

For any A , B  , 

 (   )(AB)=  max{ (AB),  (AB)} 

≤  max{ (An),  (An)}if λμ   . 

= (   )(An). 

Therefore, (  )(AB)  ≤ (   )(An). 

or else,  (   )(AB)=  max{ (AB),  (AB)} 

≤  max{ (Am),  (Am)}if   λμ. 

= (   )(Am). 

Therefore, (  )(AB)   ≤ (   )(Am) 

Hence, union of two fuzzy semi primary HX ideals of a HX 

ring is also a fuzzy semi primary HX ideal of . 
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IV. HOMOMORPHISM AND ANTI-HOMOMORPHISM OF A 

FUZZY SEMI PRIMARY HX IDEAL 

In this section, we discuss the properties of fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal of a HX ring under homomorphism 

and anti-homomorphism. 

A. Theorem 

Let 1  and 2  be any two HX rings on the rings R1  and  R2  

respectively. Let f : 1  2  be a homomorphism onto HX 

rings. Let  λ  be  a  fuzzy  semiprimary HX ideal  of 1  

then f ( λ ) is a fuzzy  semiprimary HX ideal of 2  , if  λ 
  

has a supremum property and     λ  is  f-invariant. 

1) Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 and λ  is a fuzzy semiprimary 

HX ideal of 1. For all  X , Y 1 then  (XY)  ≤ (Xn)  

for some n Z+. 

Clearly, f ( λ )  is a fuzzy  HX ideal of 2. 

We have to prove that f ( λ )  is a fuzzy semiprimary  HX 

ideal of 2. 

There exist X,Y 1 such that f(X) , f(Y)  2,  

    (f ( λ ))(f(X) f(Y)) =  f (λ )(f(XY) 

   =  (XY) 

≤  (Xn) 

   = f ( λ ) (f(X n)) 

   = f ( λ )  ((f(X))n) 

Therefore,f ( λ )(f(X) f(Y))≤ f ( λ )  ((f(X))n) 

Hence, f ( λ ) is a fuzzy semi primary HX ideal on 2. 

B. Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2  

respectively. Let f : 1  2  be a homomorphism on HX 

rings. Let   be a fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal  of 2   then               

f –1 ()  is a  fuzzy semiprimary HX  ideal  of 1.   

1) Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of  R2   and   be a  fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal of 2 .  

For any X,Y  1,then  f(X) , f(Y)  2, then  

 (f(X)f(Y))  ≤  (f(X)n)  for some n Z+. 

Clearly,  f –1 ()  be a  fuzzy HX ideal of 1 . 

We have to prove that f –1 () is a fuzzy semiprimary  HX 

ideal of 2. 

 (f –1 ())(XY) = (f(XY))   

   =  (f(X)(f(Y))   

          ≤   (f(X)n) 

          ≤ [f(Xn)] 

   =  (f –1 ())(Xn) 

Therefore, (f –1 ())(XY) ≤ (f –1 ())(Xn). 

Hence, f –1() is a fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of 1. 

C. Theorem 

Let 1  and 2  be any two HX rings on the rings R1  and  R2  

respectively.                  Let f : 1  2  be an anti 

homomorphism onto HX rings. Let  λ  be  a  fuzzy  

semiprimary HX ideal  of 1  then f ( λ ) is a fuzzy  

semiprimary HX ideal of 2  , if  λ 
  has a supremum 

property and     λ  is  f-invariant. 

1) Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 and λ  is a fuzzy semiprimary 

HX ideal of 1. For all  X , Y 1 then  (YX)  ≤ (Xn)  

for some n Z+. 

Clearly, f ( λ )  is a fuzzy  HX ideal of 2. 

We have to prove that f ( λ )  is a fuzzy semiprimary  HX 

ideal of 2. 

There exist X,Y 1 such that f(X) , f(Y)  2,  

   (f ( λ ))(f(X) f(Y)) =  f (λ )(f(YX))   

   =  (YX) 

   ≤  (Xn) 

   = f ( λ ) (f(X n)) 

   = f ( λ )  ((f(X))n) 

Therefore,f ( λ )(f(X) f(Y))≤ f ( λ )  ((f(X))n) 

Hence, f ( λ ) is a fuzzy semi primary HX ideal on 2. 

D. Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2  

respectively. Let f : 1  2  be an anti homomorphism on 

HX rings. Let   be a fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of 2   

then  f –1 () is a  fuzzy semiprimary HX  ideal  of 1.   

1) Proof 

Let  be a  fuzzy subset of  R2   and   be a  fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal of 2 .  

For any X,Y  1,then  f(X) , f(Y)  2, then  (f(Y)f(X))  

≤  (f(X)n)  for some n Z+. 

Clearly,  f –1 ()  be a  fuzzy HX ideal of 1 . 

We have to prove that f –1 ()  is a fuzzy semiprimary  HX 

ideal of 2. 

(f –1 ()) (XY) = (f(XY))    

  =  (f(Y)(f(X))   

      ≤   (f(X)n) 

      ≤ (f(Xn)) 

  =  (f –1 ())(Xn) 

Therefore, (f –1 ())(XY) ≤ (f –1 ())(Xn). 

Hence, f –1() is a fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of 1. 

V. ANTI-FUZZY SEMI PRIMARY HX IDEALS OF A HX RING 

In this section, we define the concept of anti-fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideals of a HX ring and discuss some of its 

related properties. 

A. Definition  

An anti-fuzzy HX ideal  of  is called fuzzy semiprimary 

HX ideal if for all A , B  either  (AB)   (An)  for 

some n Z+ or else  (AB)   (Bm) for some           m 

Z+. 

B. Theorem 

Let  λμ and  be any two anti-fuzzy semi primary  HX 

ideals  of the HX ring , then the  intersection of two  anti-

fuzzy semi primary HX ideals of a HX ring  is also an                   

anti- fuzzy semi primary HX ideal of  if  either λμ
    or 

  λμ . 

1) Proof 

Let λμ and  be any two anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX ideals  

of .  

Then, let  (AB)   (An)  for some n Z+ and  

 (AB)     (Am) for some m Z+. 
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Intersection of two anti-fuzzy HX ideals  and   of a HX 

ring  is an anti-fuzzy HX ideal of  . 

For any A , B  , 

( ∩ )(AB)  =  min{ (AB),  (AB)} 

  min{ (An),  (An)} if λμ
   . 

= (∩)(An). 

Therefore,(∩)(AB)   (∩)(An) 

or else,  ( ∩ )(AB)  =  min{ (AB),  (AB)} 

  min{ (Am),  (Am)} if   λμ. 

= (∩)(Am). 

Therefore, (∩)(AB)  (∩)(Am) 

Hence, intersection of two anti-fuzzy semi primary HX 

ideals of a HX ring is an anti-fuzzy semi primary HX ideal 

of . 

C. Theorem 

Let  λμ and  be any two anti-fuzzy semiprimary  HX ideals  

of the HX ring , then the union of two  anti-fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideals of a HX ring  is also an                   

anti- fuzzy semi primary HX ideal of  if  either λμ
    or 

  λμ . 

1) Proof 

Let λμ and  be any two anti-fuzzy semiprimary  HX ideals  

of .  

Then, let  (AB)   (An)  for some n Z+ and  (AB)    

 (Am) for some m Z+. 

Union of two anti-fuzzy HX ideals  and   of a HX ring  

is an anti-fuzzy HX ideal of  . 

For any A , B  , 

(  )(AB)  =  max{ (AB),  (AB)} 

  max{ (An),  (An)} if λμ   . 

= (  )(An). 

Therefore,( )(AB)   (  )(An) 

or else,  ( )(AB)  =  max{ (AB),  (AB)} 

  max{ (Am),  (Am)} if   λμ. 

= (  )(Am). 

 Therefore, (  )(AB)   (  )(Am) 

Hence, union of two anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX ideals of a 

HX ring is an anti-fuzzy semi primary HX ideal of . 

D. Theorem 

Let  be a fuzzy set defined on R. Let λμ be a fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal  if and only if   (λμ)c is an anti-

fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of . 

1) Proof 

Let λμ be a fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of . Then λμ is a 

fuzzy HX ideal of . 

Clearly, (λμ)c is an anti-fuzzy HX ideal of . 

 Let A,B   

λμ (AB)                λμ (An),   for some n Z+ 

    1  λμ(AB)            1 λμ(An)  

   (λμ)c(AB)              (λμ)c(An). 

or else, λμ (AB)                λμ (Bm),   for some 

mZ+ 

  1  λμ(AB)            1 λμ(Bm)  

     (λμ)c(AB)              (λμ)c(Bm). 

Hence, (λμ)c is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of . 

VI. HOMOMORPHISM AND ANTI HOMOMORPHISM OF AN 

ANTI-FUZZY SEMI PRIMARY HX IDEAL OF A HX RING 

In this section, we discuss the properties of an anti-fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal of a HX ring under homomorphism 

and anti homomorphism. 

A. Definition 

Let R1 and R2 be any two rings. Let 1  2
R1 – {} and 2 

 2R2 – {} be any two HX rings defined on R1 and R2 

respectively. Let  and  be any two fuzzy subsets in R1 and 

R2 respectively. Let  and  be anti-fuzzy semiprimary 

HX ideals defined on 1 and 2  respectively  induced by  

and .  Let f: 1  2   be a mapping then the anti-image of  

  denoted as f ()  is a fuzzy subset of  2    defined as for 

each U2, (f ()) (U) = 

inf { (X): X f -1(U)} ,  if  f -1(U)  ≠    

 1                                    ,  otherwise 

Also the anti-pre-image of    denoted as f -1() under f is 

a fuzzy subset of 1  defined as for each X  1 ,  (f -

1())(X)  =   ( f (X)). 

B. Theorem 

Let 1 and 2  be any two HX rings on the rings R1  and  R2  

respectively. Let f : 1  2  be a homomorphism onto HX 

rings. Let  λ  be  an anti-fuzzy  semiprimary HX ideal  of 

1  then f ( λ ) is an anti-fuzzy  semiprimary HX ideal of 2  

, if  λ 
  has an infimum property and     λ  is  f-invariant. 

1) Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 and λ  is an anti-fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal of 1.  

For all  X , Y 1 then  (XY)  ≤ (Xn)  for some n Z+. 

Clearly, f ( λ )  is an anti-fuzzy  HX ideal of 2. 

We have to prove that f ( λ )  is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary  

HX ideal of 2. 

There exist X,Y 1 such that f(X) , f(Y)  2,  

 (f ( λ ))(f(X) f(Y)) =  f (λ )(f(XY))   

   =  (XY) 

     (Xn) 

   = f ( λ ) (f(X n)) 

   = f ( λ )  ((f(X))n) 

Therefore,f ( λ )(f(X) f(Y))  f ( λ )  

((f(X))n) 

Hence, f ( λ ) is an anti-fuzzy semi primary HX ideal on 2. 

C. Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2  

respectively. Let f : 1  2  be a homomorphism on HX 

rings. Let   be an anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of 2   

then   f –1 ()  is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX  ideal  of 

1.   

1) Proof 

Let  be a  fuzzy subset of  R2   and   be an  anti-fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal of 2 .  

For any X,Y  1,then  f(X) , f(Y)  2, then  (f(X)f(Y))  

≤  (f(X)n)  for some n Z+. 

Clearly, f –1 () be an anti-fuzzy HX ideal of 1 . 

We have to prove that f –1 () is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary  

HX ideal of 2. 

(f –1 ())(XY)  = (f(XY))   

   =  (f(X)(f(Y))   
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            (f(X)n) 

           (f(Xn)) 

   =  (f –1 ())(Xn) 

Therefore, (f –1 ()) (XY) f –1 () (Xn). 

Hence, f –1() is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of 1. 

D. Theorem 

Let 1 and 2  be any two HX rings on the rings R1  and  R2  

respectively. Let f: 1  2  be an anti-homomorphism onto 

HX rings. Let  λ  be  an anti-fuzzy  semiprimary HX ideal  

of 1  then f ( λ ) is an anti-fuzzy  semiprimary HX ideal of 

2  , if  λ 
  has an infimum property and   λ  is  f-invariant. 

1) Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 and λ  is an anti-fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal of 1.  For all  X , Y 1 then  

(YX)  ≤ (Xn)  for some n Z+. 

Clearly, f ( λ )  is an anti-fuzzy  HX ideal of 2. 

We have to prove that f ( λ )  is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary  

HX ideal of 2. 

There exist X,Y 1 such that f(X) , f(Y)  2,  

 (f ( λ ))(f(X) f(Y)) =  f (λ )(f(YX))   

   =  (YX) 

     (Xn) 

   = f ( λ ) (f(X n)) 

   = f ( λ )  ((f(X))n) 

Therefore, ( λ )(f(X) f(Y))  f ( λ )  ((f(X))n) 

Hence, f ( λ ) is an anti-fuzzy semi primary HX ideal on 2. 

E. Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2  

respectively. Let f : 1  2  be an anti-homomorphism on 

HX rings. Let   be an anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal  of 

2   then f –1 ()  is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX  ideal  of 

1.   

1) Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of  R2   and   be an  anti-fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal of 2 .  

For any X,Y  1,then  f(X) , f(Y)  2, then  (f(Y)f(X))  

≤  (f(X)n)  for some n Z+. 

Clearly, f –1 () be an anti-fuzzy HX ideal of 1 . 

We have to prove that f –1 () is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary  

HX ideal of 2. 

 (f –1 ()) (XY) = (f(XY))   

   =  (f(Y)(f(X))   

            (f(X)n) 

           (f(Xn)) 

   =  (f –1 ())(Xn) 

Therefore, (f –1 ()) (XY) (f –1 ()) (Xn). 

Hence, f –1() is an anti-fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of . 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced the concept of fuzzy and anti-

fuzzy semiprimary HX ideal of a HX ring   and discussed 

its properties. We also analyzed about fuzzy and anti-fuzzy 

semiprimary HX ideal   under homomorphism and anti 

homomorphism which will give a new horizon in the further 

study.  
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